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The following list of lawyers has been prepared by the British Embassy Ulaanbaatar for the convenience of British nationals who may require legal
advice and assistance in Mongolia. It is provided on the understanding that we the British Embassy do not assume or undertake any legal
responsibility, to you, or those affected, if you choose to take it into account when instructing a local lawyer.
Further and alternatively, we cannot accept any liability to any person or company for any financial loss or damage arising from the use of this
information or from any failure to give information. Our aim is to provide our customers with as much relevant information to enable them to make
better informed decisions but our lists are not recommendations and should not be treated as such.
The lists of lawyers is not in any particular order.
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You should agree any costs/fees with your lawyer during your initial meeting. You must pay any fee agreed with the lawyer. The British Embassy does
not provide any legal or financial assistance.

List of lawyers in Mongolia/Ulaanbaatar
Updated: 04/11/2019

Melville Erdenedalai (M&E) LLP
Chris Melville
Managing Partner
Registered Foreign Lawyer (England)
Address:Suite 401, New Century Plaza,
Chinggis Avenue - 15
Sukhbaatar District, 1st Khoroo
Ulaanbaatar 14253, Mongolia
Tel: +976 7012 8910 +976 7012 8900
Mob +976 9999 7034 F +976 7012 8901
Email:chris@melvilledalai.com
Website: www.melvilledalai.com
Languages: English, Mongolian
The firm was founded by Chris Melville, Managing partner, and Erdenedalaik Odkhuu, Mongolian qualified partner of the Ulaanbaatar Office of
Hogan Lovells, global firm with offices in more than 25 countries around the world. The firm works in association with Hogan Lovells.
Specialty: Corporate and investment law, energy & infrastructure, bank and finance laws, international arbitration.
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JD Advocates, LLP Law Firm
Mrs Tsedenjav ODONJAV
Address: 204 Unity Centre, 8th Khoroo, Sukhbaatar District, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 14191
Tel: +976 9949 1204
Email: otsendjav@jdadvocates.com
Website: www.jdadvocates.com
Languages: English, Mongolian
Mahoney Liotta LLP
Speciality: corporate advisory law firm with US and Mongolian licensed attorneys.

Mr Daniel MAHONEY, Mr James LIOTTA, Mr Paul WEIFFENBACH

Address:
7/F, The
Landmark
Building,services
Chinggis
Avenue
13,providing
1st Khoroo,
Sukhbaatar
District,
Ulaanbaatar,
JD Advocates
provide
legal advisory
ranging
from
guidance
on legal
requirements,
due Mongolia
diligence assignments and cross-border
Tel:
+976
1132
5344;
+976
1132
5081
transactions, to conducting in-house compliance training and legal research and analysis, to handling complaints and dispute resolution including
Mobile:
+976arbitration
1132 5358
negotiation,
and litigation.
Email: info@mlmongolia.com; daniel.mahoney@mlmongolia.com; jay.liotta@mlmongolia.com; paul.weiffenbach@mlmongolia.com
Website: www.mlmongolia.com
Languages: English, Mongolian, Russian, Polish, Spanish, Japanese
Speciality: civil, commercial and corporate law, capital markets, banking, real estate, project finance, tax

ELC (Economic and Legal Consultancy) LLP Advocates
Budragchaa BAYAR
Address: 6/F, Shonkhor Tower, Sukhbaatar District, 1st Khoroo, Genden Street, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Tel: +976 7711 8193; +976 7711 9184
Mobile: +976 8810 5991
Email: bayar@elclawoffice.mn
Website: www.elclawoffice.mn
Languages: English
Speciality: family law, adoption, child custody, parental child abduction, child protection, marriage/divorce, banking/financial, commercial/business
law, foreign investment, marketing agreement, patents/trademarks/copyright, civil law, damages, contracts, transportation, corporate law,
aeronautical/maritime, estates, taxes, government relations, immigration
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MDS KhanLex LLP law firm
Mr. Enkhbat B.
Address: Level 5, Express Tower, Baga Toiruu, 1st khoroo, Chingeltei District, 15160, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Tel: (+976) 11-330048
Mobile: (+976) 9911-1061
Email: enkhbat@mdsa.mn
Website: www.mdsa.mn
Languages: English, Russian
Speciality: Company law, civil law, energy, capital markets, financial services, oil and gas

Ms Ajiv ENKHTUYA (freelance)
Address: Room 101, Saruul Centre, Building 55/53, Teeverchin Street, Narni Zam, 3rd Khoroo, Sukhbaatar District, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Mobile: +976 9911 9808
Email: aenkhy@yahoo.com; enkhtuya.lawyer@gmail.com
Languages: English, Russian
Speciality: labour, family, criminal, civil, environment, tax, immigration and administrative law
Ms Ajiv Enkhtuya is able to represent clients in court, arbítrate, provide legal and human resource consultancy, prepare agreements, give legal
advice on a range of legal aspects, and conduct legal translation/interpretation services.
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Umug Kholch LLC
Ms Sandui GERELMAA
Address: Room 66, Building 43, Khoroo 4, Subdistrict 2, Bayanzurkh District, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Tel: +976 7015 1699
Mobile: +976 9903 6612
Email: sandui_gerelmaa@yahoo.com; umugkholch@yahoo.com
Languages: English, Russian
Speciality: taxation, human rights, business, labour, Mongolian immigration law, company and civil law
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List of interpreters and translators in Mongolia
Prepared by British Embassy Ulaanbaatar
www.gov.uk
The following list of interpreters and translators has been prepared by the British Embassy Ulaanbaatar for the convenience of British nationals who
may require these services in Mongolia. It is provided on the understanding that we the British Embassy do not assume or undertake any legal
responsibility, to you, or those affected, if you choose to take it into account when instructing a local interpreter or translator.
Further and alternatively, we cannot accept any liability to any person or company for any financial loss or damage arising from the use of this
information or from any failure to give information. Our aim is to provide our customers with as much relevant information to enable them to make
better informed decisions but our lists are not recommendations and should not be treated as such.
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List of translators and interpreters in Mongolia/Ulaanbaatar
Updated: 25/04/2018
Double Check Translation
Mr Chris GUINESS (Managing Director)
Tel: +976 9567 9433 (English); +976 9567 9477 (Mongolian)
Email: translation@doublecheck.mn
Website: www.doublecheck.mn; www.facebook.com/dc.translation
Languages: English, Mongolian

Ms Sengelmaa Dashnyam
Mobile: +976 99776690
Email: sengelmaa@gmail.com
Languages: English

Ms Delegsuren Dashzeveg
Mobile: +976 99194994
Email:degi.dashzeveg@gmail.com
Languages: English
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Mr Tsedev TSOLMON (freelance)
Mobile: +976 9911 4819
Email: tstsolmon2001@gmail.com
Languages: English, Russian

Mr Zoljargal BAZARGUR (freelance)
Mobile: +976 9910 3109
Email: bazra.mn@gmail.com
Languages: English

Ms Tegshjargal NAVCHAA (freelance)
Mobile: +976 9929 7394; +976 9909 7022
Email: navchaat@ot.mn; navchaat@yahoo.com
Languages: English, Russian, Chinese
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Feedback Form for Customers
If you do decide to use any of the lawyers, translators or interpreters on this list, we would like to hear
from you. While there is no obligation on your part to provide feedback on the services you receive,
any feedback you can give us is helpful.
Once completed, please return the form to the Embassy by post or by email:

Consular Section of the British Embassy Ulaanbaatar
Peace Avenue 30
Bazayanzurkh District
Ulaanbaatar 13381
Mongolia
consular.mongolia@FCDO.gov.uk

Thank you for your help.
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Mongolia Lawyers List / Interpreters and Translators List: Feedback

1. Name of firm:

Name of contact:

2. Date of contact:
Are any of the details on our list regarding this provider incorrect (address, telephone, etc)?
3. What service did you require?

4. Why did you need this service?

Please circle the appropriate boxes below:
(a) If the service provided English speaking services, how would you rate the standard of English?
Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

Very Poor

Poor

Very Poor

Poor

Very Poor

Poor

Very Poor

(b) How would you rate the professionalism of the staff?
Excellent

Good

Average

(c) How would you rate the overall service received?
Excellent

Good

Average

(d) How would you rate the value for money?
Excellent

Good

Average

5. Do you have any other comments?

We would like to share this information with other customers but if you would prefer it not to be seen
by others please tick this box: □
Feedback provider’s name:

Tel:

Email:

Date:
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